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Abstract. The explicit organisational structure allows agent entrants
in open multi-agent systems to know their positions in the organisation
and cooperate to achieve mutual goals. In spite of its importance, there
are few studies on automatic organisation generators that create explicit
organisational structures for open systems. This paper introduces GoOrg,
a proposal for automatically design organisations. Our approach uses as
input a goals tree and other features such as necessary skills to achieve the
goal, predicted workload and throughput. The output of GoOrg is a chart
of a well-formed organisation. The generated structure, for instance, can
be flatter or taller, accepting matrix connections or not, according to
preferences whether there is a need for more coordination levels.

Keywords: Automated organisational design · Organisational chart ·
Organisation’s structure · Multi-Agent Systems

1 Introduction

The organisation structure is a way in which the activities of an organisation
are split, organised and coordinated. It allows members to know where they fit
relative to others and it reflects authority relations and responsibility for goals,
providing a natural way to assign tasks [6]. An organisation structure is a key
factor for large-scale Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and open systems.

Currently, there are a few studies over automation of organisation design
process that leads to explicit organisational structures [7, 10]. Although seminal,
these works still have limitations to overcome. This paper introduces GoOrg, an
automated organisation generator that takes the organisational goals tree, look-
ing for opportunities to gather goals into roles giving as output an organisation
chart, an explicit organisational structure, according to preferences.

To discuss the problem and to present the proposed generator, this text is
structured as follows: Section 2 presents the concept of automatic organisation
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design and the state of art of this research area; Section 3 presents the proposal
in details as well as the research method, current results and planned evaluation
criteria.

2 Organisational design

Using Pattinson et al’s (1987) [9] definition: “Organisation design is the problem
of choosing the best organisation class - from a set of class descriptions - given
knowledge about the organisation’s purpose (goal, task, and constraints on the
goal) and the environment in which the organisation is to operate”. Given nec-
essary input, an organisational generator is able to give as output organisational
aspects, such as, structure, goals definitions, strategy, how leadership will work,
which reward system will be used, among others [1].

In the administration area, there are many studies over this matter, including
some frameworks that may help companies and other organisations to design
their structures [1, 4]. In multi-agent systems, there are what here is being called
manual organisational generators, i.e., approaches that allow a human to design
organisations in a wide variety of structures and other aspects as norms, roles,
relations, organisation goals and ontologies (e.g. Moise+ [8] and THOMAS [3]).
In spite of having many studies about organisational design, there are still many
gaps regarding the wide range of disciplines and high complexity of organisations.
Considering only automatic organisation generators, the focus of this research,
there are few studies. This paper identified three classes of such generators.

The first class is automated organisational structure generators, it is focused
“on a specification of desired outcomes and the course of actions for achieving
them, analysis of the organisational environment and available resources, alloca-
tion of those resources and development of organisational structures and control
system” [6]. It processes input such as organisation goals, available agents, re-
sources and performance targets, producing explicit organisations definitions,
which may include roles, constraints, assignments of responsibilities, hierarchy
and other relations. We found only two works on this class: ODML [7], an algo-
rithm that uses as input mathematical models to predict efforts and create an
organisational structure; and, KB-ORG [10] that takes goals and roles to bind
agents and create coordination levels. The main drawback of existing studies in
this class is the requirement of several parameters including the modelling for
each role, reducing its applicability when taking cost-benefit into account.

The second class is the automated organisational design by task planning.
These planners usually create problem-driven organisations, for specific and
generally temporal purposes. The organisational structure is not explicit and
it usually is a casual result of a task distributing process. Some examples are
DOMAP [2] which is a decentralised MAS task planning and Sleight’s agent-
driven planner [11] using a decentralised Markov Decision Process model. Both
models are not suitable for open systems since the tasks are allocated to a par-
ticular MAS.
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Finally, the third class is self-organisation generators [12]. These planners
produce emergent organisations which are dynamic, may operate continuously,
have overlapping tasks, have no external or central control, and information
flows in many directions. The organisational structure is an informal implicit
outcome of these bottom-up process. The target of this method is to solve some
problem, not exactly to carefully design an organisation [10]. In fact, emergent
organisations have advantages over formal structures, which lack the ability to
deal with high uncertainty and accommodate individual needs and goals [5].
However, the structure is not carefully designed and not explicit. In addition,
in open systems, entries and exits of agents make the system slower due to the
necessity of renegotiation.

3 Proposal

The proposal of this research is to develop an automated organisational structure
generator. This designing class was chosen because: (i) it is suitable to work in
open systems; (ii) it helps to develop part of the organisation dimension; and (iii)
its outcome may be integrated into other planning techniques, reducing further
efforts.

In short, our proposal assigns goals into roles in a structured chart taking
advantage of some conditions of the goals such as the ones that have the same
parent goal, require the same skills to be performed, have a low predicted work-
load, etc. Additionally, preferences can also determine whether to combine goals
or not, e.g., whether it is preferred a flatter or taller organisation; if matrix
relations are allowed or not, maximum workload per agent, etc. Moreover, the
predicted throughput associated with a goal may inform the need for creation
of new hierarchy levels.
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Fig. 1. Automated design for PCB Production. a) Inputs: goals tree and necessary
skills. b) Output: the less flat organisation chart

For example, in a goal tree for Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Production it
may be necessary to buy inputs and execute the assembling. The Buy Inputs
goal may have as sub-goals: Buy Components and Buy Other Inputs. For both
sub-goals, the skill Purchase could be associated, which means that the agent(s)
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that will perform both buy sub-goals must be able to purchase items. The goal
PCB Assembly may have three sub-goals: Apply Paste, place Components and
Soldering Components. The first is associated with the skill Print, the second
with the skill Pick and Place and the latter with the skill Heat.

Fig. 1b shows a possible organisation chart based on the given goals tree
configured to be less flat. In this example, the method found that the sub-goals
to Buy Components and Buy Paste could be combined into the same role. One of
them was chosen to be the unique child of Purchasing Coordinator role. In this
sense, the same role will perform both Components and Other Inputs purchases.

What was discussed until here is the current state of this project (filled shapes
of Fig. 2), i.e., using a goal tree associated with skills leads GoOrg to create an
organisation chart according to preferences (flatter or taller structures). It uses
a depth-first search algorithm with cost functions associated with the number of
child nodes to check how flat is the structure. The proposal for the next step is to
split the process into two phases: the organisational chart design, and the binding
phase. With this separation, it is expected to make GoOrg suitable to deal
with asynchronous changes on the system’s resources availability and redesign
requests. For instance, with simple changes in the availability of resources, the
process can be lighter. However, with bigger changes, for instance on goals tree,
a complete redesign process may be necessary.

Fig. 2. Goal based Organisation generator (GoOrg).

To enhance the first phase, the next step is to add on each goal the predicted
workload, necessary resources, communication topics, and predicted throughput.
The expected workload can be used to know how many agents should take the
same role or if the same agent can perform more than one role. With communica-
tion topics and throughput, the hierarchy levels and departmentalisation can be
set. Back to PCB Production example, the role Purchasing Coordinator would
be not necessary, maybe its “child” could be directly associated with the top
role PCB Production Manager, which would coordinate the processes associated
with this role. This can be done according to the number of agents associated
with lower roles, and throughput, which affects coordination efforts. Sometimes,
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instead of reducing the number of levels, the algorithm should increase it, sup-
posing a situation of a large number of agents to be coordinated.

In the second phase, it is proposed to bind resources and roles. The inputs
are available agents and skills, available artifacts and organisational design pref-
erences. With available agents and artifacts a binding process can be done, allo-
cating agents and resources to roles. The aim of this binding is to guarantee that
the created structure can be well-formed when it runs with the given resources.
Finally, the output is an organisational chart with artifacts allocated and agents
assigned to roles. The binding process can solve some allocation challenges that
does not require a redesign. To illustrate it, consider that Buy Components sub-
goal also needs Electronics Knowledge skill, and the chart has created different
roles for purchasing, they can be called Components Purchaser and Other Inputs
Purchaser. Consider that agent A and agent B play, respectively, the referred
roles having all the necessary skills to play both. Consider now that agent A left
the system and agent C has joined it, but this agent has no Electronics Knowl-
edge skill. The binding process can move agent B to Components Purchaser role,
assigning agent C to Other Inputs Purchaser role.

3.1 Research method and evaluation

In the adopted research method has 5 steps: (i) bibliography revision under
administration basis theory, organisation generators and organisations in multi-
agent systems; (ii) defining the problem, the inputs and output; (iii) propose
a way to solve the problem; (iv) implement the solution; and, (v) evaluate the
solution. The three first steps are done. As a result of the first step, we have found
three classes of generators. In the second step, we have positioned our research
on automated organisational structure generator class. In the third step, we have
proposed the use of state space search algorithm to solve this problem.

On the fourth step, we will add to the model new inputs. These data may
also allow enhancing the algorithm in the way to decide when a coordination
role can be subtracted, maintained or even new ones created. In the sequence,
other state space search algorithm and cost functions will be experienced for
optimisation purpose and to give more configuration options.

Finally, we will evaluate our solution using existing domains [2, 7, 10]. The
goals tree and other aspects for these domains will be manually identified and we
will first evaluate the amount of necessary input parameter needed for GoOrg.
With these inputs, the ability of GoOrg to properly design organisations will
be evaluated. These situations will be simulated to check if the organisations
are able to fulfil the goals, in this sense, the evaluation will be qualitative. The
preferences will be varied to evaluate different configurations and their impact
on the output.

4 Conclusion

This paper has presented a proposal for an automated generator of organisations
based on goals and their properties as inputs. The current status of this research
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shows that it is feasible to draw an organisational chart only based on organi-
sation’s aspects, in other words, it is not necessary to build complex models to
use as input to this system. It is intended to enhance the current version adding
new input which is expected to bring the necessary information to produce use-
ful organisational charts, taking advantage of opportunities to join goals on the
same roles, adding or removing coordination levels.

Besides the organisation chart, an extra outcome of GoOrg may be some
decentralised task planning input since this study is also expecting to bind agents
and roles. The previous allocation of resources is a guarantee that when running
this system is able to have a well-formed organisation. About evaluation criteria,
it is intended to apply the model in known domains testing if it is able to
build suitable structures. These organisations will be simulated in a variety of
conditions and tested if goals were fulfilled.
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